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SQUARE INTEGRABLE REPRESENTATIONS AND A
PLANCHEREL THEOREM FOR PARABOLIC SUBGROUPS

BY

FREDERICK W. KEENE

Abstract. Let G be a semisimple Lie group with Iwasawa decomposition

G = KAN. Let g0 = f0 + a + n be the corresponding decomposition of the

Lie algebra of G. Then the nilpotent subgroup N has square integrable

representations if and only if the reduced restricted root system is of type A,

or A2. The Plancherel measure for N can be found explicitly in these cases.

We then prove the Plancherel theorem in the Ax case for the solvable

subgroup NA by combining Mackey's "Little Group" method with an idea

due to C. C. Moore: we find an operator D, defined on the C°° functions on

NA with compact support, such that

<f.(e) = f       tr(ZM<f>)) ¿juM
'(AM)

where (NA)" is the unitary dual, e is the identity, and ¡j. is the Plancherel

measure for NA, and D is an unbounded self adjoint operator. In the A:

case, D involves fractional powers of the Laplace operator and hence is not

a differential operator.

I. Introduction. Let G be a unimodular locally compact group. Then (see

[4], [5], [19]) we can define a square integrable representation it of G on a

Hubert space H(m). If tt is irreducible and unitary, then 77 is square integrable

if there are nonzero vectors xx and x2 in H(w) such that

/      \(ir(s)xl, x2)\2 dß(s) < 00.
JG/Z

Here Z is the center of G and dß(s) denotes integration over the group G/Z

with respect to a Haar measure ß on G/Z. This definition makes sense as the

integrand is invariant under translations by elements of Z and hence is

actually a function on G/Z.

In the following, we look at the nilpotent and solvable subgroups of a

semisimple Lie group G appearing in the Iwasawa decomposition G = KAN.

Using results of Moore and Wolf [14], we find the conditions on G for yV to

have square integrable representations:  this happens precisely when the
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reduced restricted root system of g0 (or of g) is of type Ax or A2. Moore and

Wolf have shown further that if N has square integrable representations,

these form a subset of Ñ on which Plancherel measure is concentrated.

Plancherel measure for AN is concentrated on the set of representations of

AN gotten by Mackey's "Little Group" method from the representations of TV

on which Plancherel measure for N is concentrated (see Mackey [12] and

Auslander and Moore [2]). By extending and inducing the representations of

N up to AN in the Ax case, we are able to find the Plancherel formula. The

Plancherel formula for MN is worked out in [20] by J. A. Wolf. Wolf, R. L.

Lipsman, and the author have written out the formula for MAN in another

paper [21].

This work is in essence part of the author's doctoral dissertation [8] at the

University of California, Berkeley. The author would like to take this oppor-

tunity to thank Professor Joseph A. Wolf for his patient advice and

encouragement. He would also like to thank Professors C. C. Moore, D. S.

Drucker, and I. Satake for valuable suggestions in the first part of the paper,

and Professor R. L. Lipsman for suggestions in §111. A preliminary

announcement of these results appeared in [9].

II. The existence of the square-integrable representations.

A. Square-integrable representations of a nilpotent Lie group. Let TV be a

connected simply-connected nilpotent Lie group with Lie algebra n. Let Z

and 5 be the centers of TV and n respectively, and let n*, 3* denote the

respective linear duals of n and 3. If / G n*, we define a bilinear form bj on n

by

bf{x,y) -f([x,y]),

and note that bf is also well defined on n/3. In fact, if/ G 3*, we can extend/

to n trivially and define b¡ on n/3.

Given bj, we define

r\f = (x En\bj(x,y) = 0 for a\\y G n},

and note that dim n - dim nf = dim(Ad*(7v")/) where Ad*(iV)/ is the orbit

of/ under the coadjoint representation of TV on n*. Now, if nf = 3, so that the

dimension of the orbit is maximal, then the orbit is determined by /I3.

Suppose / G 3* is chosen and extend trivially to n by choosing a basis

% = {z„ ...,zk,yk+x,... ,yn) for n with {z„ ..., zk) a basis for 3 and

f(y¡) = 0, i = k + l,... ,n. Choose x G n such that x G 3. Then if nf = 3,

there is a y G n such that b}{x, y) = f([x, y]) ^ 0 and [x, y] has a nontrivial

central component in the basis ÍB.

Proposition 1. With the above notation, if there is a noncentral x G n such

that [x, y] has no nontrivial central component for all y G n, then there is no
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/ G n* such that dim n - dim nf = dim(Ad*(A/)/) is maximal.

Corollary 1. With the above notation, if there is an x En such that [x,

n] n î = (0), then there is no / G n* such that dim n — dim nf =

dim(Ad*(A/)/) is maximal.

Remarks. 1. This corollary gives us a necessary condition for n^ = 3. In the

case when dim 3 = 1, the condition is also sufficient.

2. A necessary and sufficient condition for b¡ to be nondegenerate on n/3 is

n,= 8-

Corollary 2. If there is a noncentral x in n such that [x, n] n 3 = {0},

then, for every f G n*, by is degenerate on n/3.

Then a result of Moore and Wolf [14] implies

Proposition 2. N has square integrable representations if and only if there

exists anf G 3* such that bf is nondegenerate o/n/3.

If we choose a volume element w for n/3, this condition is equivalent to

having the determinant of by with respect to « be nonzero. The square root of

this determinant is the Pfaffian, Pf(/).

Proposition 2'. N has square integrable representations if and only if there

exists anf G 3* such that Pf(/) ¥= 0.

B. The nilpotent part of a semisimple Lie group. Let g0 be a real semisimple

Lie algebra, and fix a Carian decomposition g0 = f0 + !p0. Let a be a maximal

abelian subalgebra of p0, m the centralizer of a in f0, and gc = f0 + ip0 the

compact real form of gc, the complexification of g0. Let t be the conjugation

with respect to gc. Let J5(-, •) be the Killing form of gc and hence of g0 and

gc. We write

g° = m + a

and for a: a -> R a linear functional, let

g" = {* Gg0|[a, x] = a(a)x for all a G a).

g" is an a-root space of g0, and a is an a-root of g0. Recall that the o-roots are

also called restricted roots.

Theorem 1. Let a be a nonzero a-root. Then g° acts irreducibly over R on g"

by the adjoint action.

Proof. First we note that g° acts over R on each g": Let x G g", a G a,

»1 G m. Clearly 0 acts on g". To see that m acts on g", we note that

ad(/w) • x G g":
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[a,ad(m)-x] = [a, [m,x]] = -[m, [x,a]]

= ad m([a, x]) = a(a)ad(m) • x.

If dim g" = 1, we are done as

[g0, x] D [o, x] = Rx = Qa   for x G g°, x ¥= 0.

Suppose dim g" > 1. Let e ^ 0 be in g". Then re G g_a and -re i= 0.

(a(a)rx = r(a(a)x) = r[a, x~\ = [ra, rx] =[ — a, tx~\;

hence

[a, rx] = -a(a)rx).)

Let h> = [e, re], so w G a and w =£ 0. Then {e, re, w} span a three-

dimensional simple algebra (a TDS) with maximal torus spanned by w. This

TDS acts by the adjoint action on the vector space a2" + g" + g° + g~° +

Q~2a with weights 2a, a, 0, —a, —2a. g° is the zero-weight space and g" is the

a-weight space. The representation theory of TDS then shows that

(ade)(g0)=[e,g°] = g«.

Hence given any nonzero element of g", we have [g°, e] = g", so the action of

g° is irreducible.   Q.E.D.
We have actually shown a stronger result.

Corollary. Let abe a nonzero a-root, e G g" with e =£ 0. Then [a0, e] = g".

Theorem 2. Let </>, t^, </> + \p be nonzero a-roots with <¡> and $ linearly

independent. Then [g*, g*] = a***.

Proof. Let fj be the Cartan subalgebra determined bym + asoh = i)i +

o, where ft, is a Cartan for m. Then

Û* = 2 {ö"|a an ij-root of g0 such that aja = <í>}>

8* = 2 {ß"| ß an 5-root of g0 such that ¿8|a = ^},

and

g*"1"* = 2 {öy|Y is an 6-root of g0 such that y\a = i|> + 4>}.

Then

g*+* D 2 {fl«+fl|a an 6-root of g0 with a\a = <i>,

ß an i)-root of g0 with ß\a = \p,

and a + ß an fj-root of g0 j

so
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We want to show that [g*, g*] =£ {0}. Let ip - p<j>,..., \f> + q<¡> be the 4>-

string through $, and V = q*+«+ + • • • + g*** + g* + • • • + a*"*. Let
e^ G g*, e_4> G g_</> be nonzero elements. Choose w = [e^, e_^] so that {e^,

e_ç, w) span a TDS. This TDS acts on V by the adjoint action. If we let <•,

• ) be the inner product of roots in a*, then we know that

2<<í>, *>/<& 4>>=p-q.
Suppose that

a o

u = 2 8*+^,     w = 2  b*+/*.

and that [/ and W are invariant subspaces of V under the action of the TDS.

Then w acts with trace 0 on each of these subspaces, so that

0=2 (dim ß++* )«*, *> + /<*, *» (*)

and

0 = 2 (dim a*-J* )«*, *> - /<<*>, *». (*♦)
7=0

But (*) implies <^, <£>> < 0, while (**) implies ($, <i>> > 0 if p > 0 and <^,
4>> = 0 if p — 0. Thus U and W are not invariant subspaces, and so the map

ad e^: g* -> g*** is nonzero.

Let e G g*, / G g* such that [e, f] # 0 in g***. Then by the corollary to

Theorem 1,

[g°, [*,/]] =g*+*.

But

[8°. [e,f\] «{[», [e,f]]\w e 8°}

= {[w,[e,f]]+[e,[w,f]]\wEg0}

c[g*,/]+[e,g*]c[g*,g*],

so g*+* c [a*, a*] and hence g*+* = [g*, g*].   Q.E.D.
Let 2+ be a positive a-root system, and write

n = 2{8*|<i>G2a+}

for the nilpotent subalgebra in the Iwasawa decomposition of g0. We let 3 be

the center of n (continuing our notation from above with this particular n),

and let <i> G 2+. Then g* n 3 = g* or {0} as g* n 3 is invariant under g°. (To

see that 3 is invariant under g° let g G g0, x G i,y G n. Then
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[y, ad g ■ x] = [ [y, g], x] + [ g, [y, x] ] = 0

and x G 3, so ad g • x G 3.)

Thus we have

a = 2 {(s* n 8)|* e 20+) = 2 {sis* n 3 ¥> {0}}.

If <f> G 2+ is not the maximal a-root, then there is a simple a-root \p such that

$ + \p is an a-root.

Theorem 3. Let ¡i be the maximal a-root. Then 3 = gM.

Proof. Let $ G 2+. If <f> ¥= n, then there is a \p G 2+ such that $ + * G

2+. Then [g*, g*] = g*"1"1'' tells us that g* is not contained in the center, so

g*n3={0}.Thus3 = g".   Q.E.D.

Proposition 3. Let n£20+ such that a is orthogonal to the maximal a-root

¡i. Ifx G g" and y G n, then [x,y] G 2{g"| ß G 2a+, ß + ¡i).

Proof. Letj = 2{yy\yy G gy, y G 2a+}, so [x,y] = 1,[x,yy] where

[x,>>y] G {0}   if a + y is not a nonzero a-root,

Gga+Y   if a + y is a nonzero a-root.

If a + y is a nonzero a-root, then a + y ¥^ /i.

If a + y = n, then y = ¿i — a is a root, and the formula for the length of

the strings of roots would dictate that a and n were not orthogonal.   Q.E.D.

Let G = KAN be the Lie group decomposition corresponding to the Lie

algebra decomposition g0 = f0 + a + n, so n is the Lie algebra of N. We can

combine Proposition 1 with Theorem 3 to find out precisely when TV has

square integrable representations.

Theorem 4. N has square integrable representations if and only if, in the

extended Dynkin diagram for the reduced restricted root system, the maximal

restricted root /x is connected to every simple restricted root.

Proof. Suppose a is a simple restricted root such that a is not connected to

H in the extended diagram. Then a is orthogonal to ju, and a + /x is not a

restricted root. Hence /t — a is not a restricted root. Thus for any restricted

root ß, a + ß ¥= fi. By Theorem 3, 3 = g'', so Proposition 3 tells us that [g™,

n] n n = {0}, that is, that there is no central component for [g", n]. Thus

there is an x =£ 0 in n such that [x, n] n 3 = {0}, and by Proposition 1 there

is no/ G n* with bf nondegenerate on n/3. Hence by Proposition 2, N has no

square integrable representations.

The converse can be shown by explicitly showing that in this case the

Pfaffian is nonzero. See Keene [8] for details.   Q.E.D.

The only diagrams which fulfill the conditions of Theorem 4 are
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0       Ax

a

and

a 0

0S-,0 A   (extended diagram)

- n = -a - ß

Corollary. N has square integrable representations if and only if the

extended Dynkin diagram of the reduced restricted root system is of type A x or

of type A 2.

HI. The Plancherel formula for AN: The rank 1 case. Let g0 = f0 + a + n

be an Iwasawa decomposition of a simple Lie algebra as usual. Suppose the

a-root system is of type Ax. If G = KAN is the corresponding decomposition

at the group level, then this condition is equivalent to that of G/K having

symmetric space rank 1. Thus the only algebras g0 which fulfill this condition

can be realized as so(l, k; F) for F = R (the real numbers), C (the complex

numbers), and Q (the quaternions), plus the real form of the exceptional Lie

algebra of type F4 that has maximal compact subalgebra so (9), which corre-

sponds to Q, the real Cayley division algebra. Then n is given as follows: Let

F = R, C, Q, or Q. Define a nilpotent Lie algebra n(F) by

n(F) - F" + Im F

where Im F is the imaginary part of the real division algebra F, and the

multiplication is given, for x = (xx,..., x„),y = (yx,... ,y„) G F", by

[x,y] = Imi 2 Wj

making Im F the center of n(F), and, in fact, fulfilling [n(F), n(F)] c 3(n(F)).

Then n = n(F). When F = R, n is abelian.

The Lie group N can be written as the manifold n with the group

multiplication given by the Campbell-Hausdorff formula

exp(a)exp(iß) = exp(a + ß + \ [a, /?])

in this case. Thus if z, z' G Im(F) and x, x' G F", the multiplication in N is

(z; x)(z; x') = (z + z' + | [x, x']; x + x').

The Lie group NA is thus the manifold rx + a with the multiplication from the

semidirect product: if a, a' G A and n, n' G N, then (na)(n'a') = nan'a~laa',
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SO

(z; x; a)(z'; x'; a') - (z; x; 1)(0; 0; a)(z'\ x'\ a') = (z; x; \){a2z'; ax'; <w')

= (z + ah' + \ [x, ax']; x + ax'; aa').

Here (0; 0; a)(z'; x'; a') = (a2z; ax'; aa') because z, z' G 3(n) = g», the

maximal root space: if the positive n-roots are a and 2a, then 3(n) = g2a, and

x, x' G g". Thus the identity element for NA is \NA = (0; 0; 1), and (z; x;
o)"1 = (-a~2z; -a-]x;a~l).

Let X G 3(n)*, the linear dual of a(n). Let bx be as in H.A.

Definition. A subalgebra Jj of n is a (real) polarization at À if p is a

maximal totally isotropic subspace for bx, i.e. if X([x, p]) = {0} if and only if
x Ep.

If p is a polarization in n, we shall denote the corresponding subalgebra

p + {0} c n + a by p. Similarly the subgroup exp(p) = P c N shall be
regarded as a subgroup of NA. Clearly s(n) c í>. If A is extended trivially to p,

then we can define a character x\ of P (i.e. a one-dimensional representation

of P) by Xx(z'> x; 1) = e,Aw. The Kirillov theory [10] says that every

irreducible unitary representation £A of N is induced by a representation of
the form X\> that is, £x = Ind^Oa).

Theorem. Let n = Im(F) + F", F = R, C, Q, or 6, be a nilpotent Lie
algebra as defined above. Let a = R be the (vector) abelian Lie algebra. Let

NA be the semidirect product of the corresponding connected simply-connected

Lie groups. Let Z « R* be the center of N and let D be the pseudo-differential
operator on Z given by

D = 2(2-ny"ù?/2

where q = nifF = Randq = (n(k + 1) + 2k)/2 if F ^ R, and where A is
the Laplace operator on Z. View D as an operator on NA, and let <f> G
C^iNA). Then

(1) D<p E LX(NA), so itx(D<P) is defined for X E 3(n)*.
(2)IfXE 3(n)* then irx(D<i>) is trace class.

(3) trace itx(D4>) is a C* function ofX.

(4) «Kl/vu) = fsk->trace Tx(D<t>) da(X), where da(X) is an appropriate multiple
of Lebesgue measure on the unit sphere Sk~x inZ.

Remark. (1) and (2) are shown in [21], so here we need prove only (3) and
(4).

Proof. We prove the theorem for the case F = Q; the complex and Cayley
cases are identical and the real case similar.

In the quaternionic case, the center ¡(n) = Im(Q) is of dimension 3. Write

Q = R4 and Im(Q) = R3 as vector spaces. An element of NA will be of the
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form (z; x; a) — (z,, z2, z3; x0, xx, x2, x3; a) where z„ z2, z3 G R; x0, x,, x2,

x3 £ R"; and a G R+. The multiplication is given above.

We choose X: Im(Q) -*R by X(z,, z2, z3) = iiz¡, /x G A, so that X corre-

sponds to / = (ju, 0, 0) under the natural pairing from the real inner product

<•, • >. Let p be the polarization in n + a consisting of elements of the form

(z; x0, 0, x2, 0; 0), so [p, p] consists of elements of the form (0, — <x0,

*2> + <*ó> x2>> 0; 0, 0, 0, 0; 0) and X([p, p]) - 0. The group P c NA consists

of elements of the form (z; x0, 0, x2, 0; 1) and the character corresponding to

X is

xx: (z; x0, 0, x2, 0; 1) -» e'Mz) = e,*,> = e'^>.

(Note that our choice of p depends on X.) Then ttx = Ind^^^ (x\) represents

NA on square integrable functions of (x,, x3, a), x,, x3 G R", a E R+ :

[irx(z';x';a')f](xx,x3,a)

= /((0; 0, x„ 0, x3; a)(z'; x'0, x'x, x'2, x3; a'))

= /((aV + \ [x, ax']; ax'0, xx + ax\, ax'2, x3 + ax3; aa'J.

where

a2z' + j [x, ax'] = {a2z\ + \a(xx, x'0} + \a(x3, x2>,

a2z'2 + \a{xx, x'0) - \a(x3, xx),

a2z'3 - \a(xx, x2> + \a(x3, x'0)).

Letting (z; x; 1) G P, we get

[wx(z'; x'; a')f](xx, x3, a) = /((£; x; 1)(0; 0, x, + ax'x, 0, x3 + ax'3; aa'))

= Xx(^; X', l)/(x, + ax\, x3 + ax3, aa'),

where

z = (a2z; + a<x„ x'oy + a<x3, x2> + \a\x'0, x',> + \a\x'2, x3>,

a2z'2 + ^a<x„ x3> - |a<x3, x',>,

a2z3 - a<x„ x2> + a<x3, x¿> + \a\x'0, x3> - |a2<x'„ x2>)

and

x = (ax¿, 0, ax2, 0).

Now we want -nx of a function applied to/, so let * G DC¿°(NA) where Z) is

defined below:

[*\(4>)f](xi,x3,a)

= f  xp(z'; x'; a')[vx(z'; x'; a')/](x„ x3, a)(a')r da' dz' dx',
JNA
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where (a')r da' dz' dx' is right Haar measure on NA ; the value of r will not

matter. This can be rewritten as a multiple integral. Define

F(xx, x3, a; x'„ x3, a')

= [  f  [ *(*'; x'; a')xx(z; x; 1) dz' dx'0 dx'2
JR"JR',JR?

= o[*(-; -, x'„ -, x3; a')Y(a2iL, /x(ax, + \a2x'x), ii(ax3 + ¿a2x3)),

where a = (2tt)(2"+3)/2 and [^(-; -, x'„ -, x3; a')]" is the Fourier transform in

2« + 3 variables, parametrized by (x'„ x3, a'). Thus

[**(*)/](*!» *3> a) = Í   Í   f   F(X\> X3> <*'> *í» *3> a')

*/(x, + ax'x, x3 + ax3, aa')(a')r da' dx\ dx3

= fff f(xx, x3, a; I (x'{ - xx), ± {x'¡ - x3), £■ )

'f(x'{, x'i, a")a-2n-1 • (a"/a)r da" dx'[ dx'3\

where x" = x, + ax',, x3 = x3 + ax3, and a" = aa'. Let

K(xx, x3, a; x'[, x3, a")

= F(xx,x3,a,a-\x'{ - xx),a-\x'3' - x3), a"/a)a-2n-\a"/d)r,

so that

[«XW)/](*1» *3» O)

= fff K(xx, x3, a; x'{, x'{, a")f(x'{, x'3\ a") da" dx'[ dx'3\
•/R"-'R"-/R+

and the trace of the representation is found by integrating the kernel K along

the "diagonal" (x„ x3, a) = (xj', x3, a"),

trace tTX(\p) = I    \   K(xx, x3, a; x„ x3, a) da ax, ax3
JR2nJR+

= f   f F(xx, x3, a; 0, 0, l)a_(2n+1) da ax, ax3,
•/R2"-/R+

and a = a" implies a' = 1, so the value of r in the right Haar measure makes

no difference. Again changing variables, we can rewrite the trace as (with
w = (277)1/2)
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trace ttx(i¿) = 22n+3 f    f °°[>(-; -, 0, -, 0; 1)]" (a2ii, itax„ iiax3)

■a-{2n+l)dadxxdx3

= w2n+3f   f°|>(-; -,0, -,0; l)]"(a2/i,x1,x3)a-(4"+1>/i-2''aaax,ax3

f   f°°[*(-; -,0, -,0; l)]\b¡i,xx,x3)\bti\-2nb-ldb 0^,0x3

(C°[H-^;l)y(btí)\bli\-2nb-ldb

We note that this expression is independent of the length of X, as it must be

since ttx at rraX, a E A. We now observe that the vector A = (11, 0, 0) G R3

can be rotated without changing the expression. Indeed, by embedding NA in

a minimal parabolic subgroup of Sp(«, 1), we can find a group M0 = Sp(l)

that acts on NA, commutes with A, and rotates Z. Then, for any X E R3 —

{0}, we choose m E M0 such that X = m • ÂM where X^ = ( jn, 0,0), 11 ̂ 0, and

compute

trace tta(i/<) = trace wm^(*) = trace vt^"1)

- ^ />(•; o,.)]-(^—>

w2« + 3"~2

,„4n + 3

>db

^/>;*'>]"(*mK~
We show elsewhere [21] that, for t|/ of the form D<¡>, D defined below, this

integral converges absolutely.

On R3 we now take the Laplace operator

3      a2
A=2 —2

/=1 dxf

and note that we have the equation

(-A4>)-(x)=|x|2<Kx),       <i>GC»(R3).

We then define the operator (—A)* by

[(-Af<i,](x)=|x|2^(x),       A:>0.

Finally we define the operator D on NA by

D = 2w-4n-6(-A)(2n+3)/2   in the direction of Z.

We take Lebesgue measure da(X) on S2 normalized so that
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f dz= f °° f b2 da(X) db.

Then we compute

f trace TTx(D<f>) da(X)

= f ^~ f°°[^(-;0; l)Y(bX)b-w+»dbdo(X)
•'s2    *•    Jo

- f w~3 f°°¿(-; 0; l)(èA)ô2 i/e Oa(A)
•'S2       •'o

= w-3 f ${v; 0; 1) dv = <i,(0; 0; 1) = <¡>(lNA).      Q.E.D.
./R3
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